ONE DAY AT A TIME
A SUBTITLE THAT DEFINES ME
NOT GIVING UP ON MYSELF AND NAVIGATING THROUGH EACH DAY

1 THING I AM PROUD OF
ABOUT ME

MY FAVORITE HOBBY

• Movies/Series/Games
• Reason: The characters sometimes takes you to places where you can never be

MY FAVOURITE DESTINATION

• Just want to travel the world. So no favorite destination
ABOUT ME

MY FAVORITE DISH

MY FAVOURITE SHOW

[Images of pizza, burger, and rice on the left.]

[Image of a book cover on the right: "The Last Kingdom"]]
ABOUT ME

MY FAVORITE ARTISTS

DEAN LEWIS
BE ALRIGHT

DAVID KUSHNER
NE D آ¥LTOÑE ThyE R U É

THIS IS
Imagine Dragons
7 LIFE DIMENSIONS

- CAREER
- FRIENDS AND FAMILY
- HEALTH
- PERSONAL GROWTH

- SPIRITUALITY
- CREATIVE OUTLET
- SOCIAL CAUSES
LEARNING STYLE

Buddy: Apoorva

ACCOMMODATOR

2 STRENGTHS AT WORK

Good with number and their analysis
Super quick with the work

OPPORTUNITY AT WORK

Learning to handling client interaction and getting new insights about new industries
THANK YOU